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ABSTRACT

This thesis modifies Ratliff's dual-condensation 
geometric programming algorithm to solve unbounded 
polynomial functions known as signomial functions. These 
functions occur in engineering problems and economic order 
quantities. The final result of this study is a computer 
program that can find the minimum of most types of 
polynomial functions. The method uses condensation to 
reduce temporarily the number of terms to a form that the 
dual geometric programming method can solve. Nineteen 
problems in the literature demonstrate the strengths and 
known weaknesses of the algorithm.
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION

In 1961 Clarence Zener, Westinghouse Director of 
Science, noticed that some engineering problems could 
almost be solved by inspection (Wilde and Beightler 1967). 
The functions that are solved by his method are a special 
form of polynomials called posynomial functions. The 
characteristics of these functions are that each term has a 
positive coefficient and each variable has to occur in one 
term with a positive exponent and in another term with a 
negative exponent. Also, Zener's original method was 
limited to functions having one more term than variables.
An example of this type of function, called an objective 
function, is

Minimize 2.33x + H9OOx~^-y~^ + 1.86y [1.1]

These functions form an upwardly shaped convex 
function. An example of a three-dimensional convex 
function is the interior surface of a salad bowl. These 
objective functions can be minimized only because the very 
bottom of a convex function is a single point. If an 
upwardly convex objective function is maximized, it may
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have an infinite number of points at the edge of the 
function or the sides may be infinitely high. To maximize 
a function, the function is either multiplied by negative 
one or inverted to obtain an upwardly shaped convex 
function.

Zener later met Richard Duffin and Elmor Peterson 
(Wilde and Beightler 1967). Duffin improved Zener's method 
by developing the dual method and expanded the number of 
terms that the posynomial function could have. Both Duffin 
and Peterson introduced a method to solve constrained 
objective functions. Peterson and Zener both applied the 
new method to an electrical transformer law.

This new mathematical technique is now called 
geometric programming. The method solves engineering 
problems that are used in designing cofferdams, chemical 
processes, and the space shuttle (Ratliff 1980). Geometric 
programming is also used to solve both economic order 
quantity and profit functions. Unfortunately, geometric 
programming is cast as a method that can solve only 
posynomial equations. Conventional geometric programming 
methods easily solve multiple-term convex posynomial 
functions when the degree of difficulty equals zero. The 
degree of difficulty for an equation equals the number of 
terms with variables, minus the number of variables, minus
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one.
When the degree of difficulty is greater than zero, 

infinite numbers of solutions are possible for each 
variable (Beightler and Phillips 1976, 61). To simplify 
these types of equations, condensation techniques 
temporarily combine terms to form equations with zero 
degrees of difficulty. One algorithm for unbounded 
posynomial functions with higher degrees of difficulty is a 
generalized dual-condensation geometric programming 
technique developed by Richard Ratliff (Ratliff 1986).
This algorithm uses a condensation technique to reduce 
temporarily the degrees of difficulty to zero. The dual 
geometric programming technique is then used to solve for 
the minimum function value.

The drawback to Ratliff's dual-condensation algorithm 
is that it cannot solve signomial equations such as

100t4 - 199t2 - 2t [1.2]
175X3- - 2x2 + SOOx-1 [1.3]

Therefore, this thesis will modify Ratliff's dual
condensation algorithm to solve unbounded signomial 
equations with multiple degrees of difficulty.

The literature makes a distinction between posynomial
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and signomial functions because geometric programming 
techniques cannot solve all forms of signomial equations. 
Signomial problems are difficult to solve because multiple 
minima can occur or no minimum at all. Signomial equations 
are characterized by each variable appearing in

1) one or more terms with the same sign for both the 
coefficient and the variable's exponent, and

2) one or more terms with opposite signs between the 
coefficient and the variable's exponent.

The signomial function's shape is different from the 
posynomial function's shape. The posynomial has a 
completely convex surface, while the signomial function can 
have a bumpy interior surface. Both functions must have 2 
function "walls" that are approaching vertical or 
horizontal asymptotes in order to be solved by geometric 
programming.

Before the presentation on solving signomial 
functions, a review of the generalized dual-condensation 
algorithm for posynomial functions is presented. The 
stricter posynomial function characteristics are

1) the coefficients are all positive,
2) each variable appears in one or more terms with 

its exponent positive, and
3) each variable appears in one or more terms with
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its exponent negative.
A single variable unbounded posynomial equation always 

forms an upward concave function when the variable value is 
greater than zero. If more variables are added, the 
composite function is still upwardly concave with a single 
minimum. The dual-condensation geometric programming 
method easily solves these equations.

The following example from Ratliff (1986, 12-16.) 
illustrates the dual-condensation algorithm. This example 
is a variation of the Neghabat and Stark cofferdam 
optimization problem that was presented in Wilde (1978). A 
cofferdam is a temporary structure for building bridge 
supports below a river's water surface. The problem's goal 
is to minimize the cost for building a cofferdam. The 
equation is

Minimize 3660X3- + 175x2 + 1.34x3 + 50000x“x [1.4]

This equation includes the sum of costs for building 
the cofferdam and for the cofferdam failing. The first 
three terms are the construction costs with the x variable 
being the cofferdam's height. The last term represents the 
fixed value loss if the cofferdam is flooded. This 
equation is an unbounded posynomial because no constraints
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limit the value of the x variable.
Ratliff uses the condensation technique discussed in 

Beightler and Phillips (1976) and Wilde (1978). This 
condensation technique uses a geometric inequality

to, +  t a  +  . . . +  t n  >_

(ti/Wi) WX (t2/W2) W2 . . . (tn/W«)Wri [1.5]
if and only if Wi + w2 + . . . + w« = 1
subject to w± > 0 and t± > 0 for all i.

The t 's represent the entire terms including the variables. 
For example, tx in equation [1.4] is 3660x^. The w's 
represent each term's contribution to the combined term. 
This inequality does not specify which terms are to be 
condensed. Ratliff's dual-condensation algorithm combines 
the posynomial terms with the same exponential signs. All
terms with positive exponents combine into one term, while
all terms with negative exponents combine into a second 
term. These two condensed terms then form the "basic" 
equation

Minimize axto + cx-ti [1.6]

This "basic" equation has zero degrees of difficulty.
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Using the condensation technique's inequality, the positive 
powered terms in the example become

3660X1 + 175x= + 1.34X3 >
Wx  w2 w3(3660xVWx) (175X2/W2) (1.34x3/w3)

The negative exponential term does not require 
condensation.

The w's are the normalized contribution that each term 
makes to the condensed term. The weight value equations 
for this example are

W x  =  (3660X^)/(3660X^ + 175X2 + 1.34X3)
wa = (175x2)/ (3660xi + i75X2 + 1.34X3)
w3 = (1.34X3)/(3660X3- + 175x= + 1.34x3)

To determine the value of the weights, an initial
estimate of x must be selected. If the initial estimate is 
2.0, then the value of the weights become Wx = .912, w2 =
.0872, and w3 — .0013

Inserting these weight values into the condensation 
technique's inequality, the first term condenses to
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(3660XV-912) -d3-2 (175x2/.0872) * os’72 ( 1. 34x3/ . 0013 )
= 3770X3-* 09

This positive condensed term combines with the 
negative exponential term to form the "basic” equation

Minimize 3770X3- • 09 + 50000X-1

After the function is condensed to the "basic" form, 
the dual geometric programming technique solves for the 
minimum function value and the x variable.

The dual geometric programming method uses the 
following geometric inequality:

Minimum Function Value (MFV)
= axto + cx-<a >, (a/ôi) 6 1 (c/d2) 02 [1.7]

This inequality is called Cauchy's inequality or the 
geometric mean. The derivation of this inequality is 
presented in Duffin, Peterson and Zener (1967). The 
difference between Cauchy's inequality and equation [1.5] 
is that the x variable is removed. To differentiate 
between the two techniques, ô's will replace the w's. The 
à 's represent the weight that each term contributes to the
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"basic" equation.
Since the "basic" equation has zero degrees of 

difficulty, the d's can be solved for directly. To obtain 
the ô values, an exponent matrix is defined. The first row 
uses the definition that the sum of the d's equals one.
This equation is called the normality equation. The second 
row may be derived from the first derivative of a function 
equaling zero at a minimum. The derivation of the second
row may be found in Beightler and Phillips (1976, 52-53).
The result of the derivation is that the summation of each 
term's exponent times its contribution equals zero. This 
equation is called the orthogonal equation. For equation 
[1.6], the exponential matrix is

ô x t à 2 = 1
bdx — dô2 — 0

Since the condensation technique always obtains the 
"basic" equation [1.6] and the same exponent matrix, a 
general form of the .o's may be determined. By rearranging 
the matrix, the general form for the a % value is

da.  = d/(d+b) [1.8]
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Since the sum of the à•s equals one, equals

d 2  = 1 - 6 x [1.9]

Using the values from the example, àx equals .479 and 
equals .521.

After inserting the values from the example, the 
minimum function value may be calculated.

MFV = (3770/.479)(50000/.521)
= 29,000

Since ô is the weight of each condensed term,

axto = (MFV) da.

Rearranging for x,

x = { (MFV)d x/a)3-/to
= { (29000) .479/377013-/3--09 
= 3.31

Remember that the initial value of x was estimated to 
be 2.0. Since the estimated value of x is not correct, the
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geometric substitution is not valid. Therefore, the 
calculated x value is used as a new estimate for x. This 
iterative procedure continues until both the estimated and 
calculated values of x are within a specified tolerance.
For this example four iterations were sufficient to 
determine that the optimal value of x is 3.22, and the 
minimum function value is $29,200 with a tolerance of 10-*. 
A flowchart of Ratliff's method is shown in Figure 1.

An important part of solving most engineering problems 
is the sensitivity analysis. In geometric programming, the 
sensitivity analysis is the contribution that each term 
makes to the final minimum function value. The 
contribution that each term makes has been presented twice. 
The first weights discussed were the w's in the 
condensation method. These weights represent the values 
that a term contributes to the condensed term. The total 
sum of these w's is one. The second time that term 
contribution is discussed is when the dual method is 
presented. The two ô 's in this method represent the value 
that each term contributes to the "basic" equation. The 
sum of these d's is also one. In sensitivity analysis, the 
contribution that each term makes to the original objective 
function is represented by u,. The sum of these w's is one.

These final contributions to the objective function do
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Figure 1: Flowchart of Ratliff's Single Variable Algorithm
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not include the contribution that a constant may make.
Since a constant's value does not change for a given 
function, its value is not added until after each term's 
contribution is calculated.

In Ratliff's original computer program, sensitivity 
analysis was accomplished by dividing the term's value by 
the minimum function value, excluding the constant value.
In the cofferdam problem, Ratliff found

tu a. — 0.404
tu 2 = 0. 062 
tu 3 as 0.002 

tu 4 as 0.532

The dual-condensation geometric programming technique 
has one limitation. All variable values must be greater 
than zero. If a variable is zero or negative, the 
geometric inequality is violated.

To include signomial functions, both the condensation 
and the dual methods must be modified in the generalized 
dual-condensation algorithm. There are two general types 
of polynomial signomial functions. Chapter 2 discusses and 
demonstrates the method for solving signomial functions 
with either all positive or all negative exponential signs.
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An example of this type of function is equation [1.2]. 
Chapter 3 examines the method for solving functions with 
both positive and negative exponential signs. An example 
of a function with both positive and negative exponential 
signs is equation [1.3]. The fourth chapter combines the 
two methods into a single algorithm. This final algorithm 
includes the additional steps for solving multiple variable 
problems. Chapter 5 presents 11 example problems that the 
modified dual-condensation technique solves. Finally, the 
last chapter suggests areas for future research.
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Chapter 2
SIGNOMIAL FUNCTIONS WITH EITHER ALL POSITIVE 

OR ALL NEGATIVE EXPONENTIAL SIGNS

One group of signomial functions has only exponents 
of the same sign (either positive or negative) with both 
positive and negative coefficients. Two examples are

Minimize 100x4 - 199x2 - 2X2- [2.1]
Minimize lOOx~4 - 199x-2 - 2x~1 [2.2]

Ratliff's dual-condensation algorithm requires 
modifications to solve this type of signomial function. An 
outline of Ratliff's original dual-condensation algorithm 
is as follows:

1) Separate the posynomial terms by the variable's 
exponential sign.

2) Estimate the value of,the variable.
3) If required, use condensation to form the "basic"

equation.
4) Solve the "basic" equation for the minimum 

function value.
5) Solve for the variable x, and
6) Return to step 2 if the estimated and calculated
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values of the variable are not within a specified 
tolerance.

The modified algorithm for solving signomial functions 
follows the same steps. The modifications occur in the 
performance of these steps. The only changes required for 
this class of signomial functions are in the way the terms 
are separated and in the technique used to solve for the 
minimum function value and the independent variable. Each 
of these changes is presented, and then an example follows 
to demonstrate the modified algorithm.

The signomial is not solvable unless it has a convex 
shape. The signomial functions in this section usually 
have one unbounded maximum with the other maximum 
approaching some value. The minimum occurs between these 2 
maxima. The interior shape of the function may be either 
smooth or bumpy.

Convex signomial functions with one or more degrees of 
difficulty can be solved with condensation (Beightler and 
Phillips, 1976). Separating terms by Ratliff's method is 
.not possible because all the terms have the same 
exponential sign. However, term separation is possible if 
the coefficient's sign is used. In the case of equation 
[2.1], the first term cannot condense with any other term. 
However, the last two terms can combine. By factoring out
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a negative one, the last two terms become

- (199X2 + 2X1)

Now that the term separation is complete, the condensation 
method presented in the last chapter is used to combine the 
terms. Using the condensation inequality in equation 
[1.5], the selected terms transformed to

W-. Wa- ( 199x2/Wx) (2x V w 2)

The equations for the normalized weights are

Wa. = 199x2/ ( 199x2 + 2xx)
W2 = 2xx/ (199x2 + 2xx)

Arbitrarily selecting the initial value of x to equal 0.1, 
Wa. = .909 and wa = .0913. Using these weight values, the 
terms combine to

- (199x2/.909)-®°® (2xx/.0913)-°*X3
= -177xx -9X
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The temporarily condensed equation is

Minimize lOOx* - 177X3-”®1- ca-a:

Now that the condensation step is complete, the next 
two steps are to solve for the minimum function value and 
the independent variable. The previous dual geometric 
programming method cannot solve this equation because the 
method cannot handle terms which have either negative 
coefficients or exponents of the same sign. However, Allen 
(1980) modified the dual geometric programming method to 
solve functions of this type. Allen allowed the terms' 
contributions to be negative. To prevent confusion about 
the signs of terms in the following discussion, all 
variable values are positive except u> and a . a negative 
sign in front of a term or variable means that that term or 
variable is negative. A generalized form of equation [2.3] 
is

Minimize axto - ex* [2.4]

To solve this equation, Allen modified the geometric mean 
inequality. A simplified form of Allen's modification is
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Minimum Function Value (MFV)
= axto - cxd > 0 [ (a/ôi)*i (-c / - ô 2 )02 ]° [2.5]

The o equals either one or negative one. The reason that 
is added to this equation relates to the solution space of 
posynomial and signomial functions. The minimum value of 
any posynomial function is greater than zero. However, the 
minimum value of a signomial function can be either 
positive or negative. For example, when x equals one in 
equation [2.1], the function value is -101. A negative 
value cannot occur in the original geometric inequality 
presented in equation [1.7] for any real positive values of . 
a and c. Therefore, o corrects for the negative values of 
signomial functions.

The introduction of o also changes the normality 
equation in the first row of the exponent matrix. The 
entire exponent matrix is

ÔX + (-Ô 2 ) = o

b ( ô 3.) + d ( — 0 2  ) “ 0

The change in the normality equation occurs because Allen
allows the second term to make a negative contribution to
the function value. Also, the * allows the normality
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equation to be negative when the second term makes a larger 
contribution then the first term to the minimum function 
value.

Once again, the generalized exponent matrix rearranges 
into standard equations for the 0 * s. By rearranging the 
matrix, the general form for 0 3. is

61 = o{d/(d-b)} [2 .6 ]

Using the normality equation,

- ô2 — a - da, [2.7]

To solve the above equations, the value of o must be 
known. It is determined by comparing the exponent values 
in the "basic" equation. If d is greater than b, the 
(d/(d-b)} portion of equation [2.6] is positive. Since the 
à values are always positive, 0 must equal one. If b is
greater than d, the {d/(d-b)} term is negative, and o
equals negative one.

Using the values from the example, = -1, 0 1  = .913, 
and -ô2 = -1.913,

The minimum function value may now be calculated.
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MFV > 0 [ (a/d ) Ô3- (-c/-d2 )-d2  ) ]°
= -1. (100./-913) - ® a-3  (-177/-1.913)-i-*i=)-i 
= -79.7

Allen's method (1980, 17) takes the absolute value of 
the definition of ô to find the x variable.

IaxtoI = I (MFV)ô x I 

Rearranging for x,

x = I ((MFV) 6 1 /a)
= I ( (-79.7) .913/100.) I 
= .924

The initial estimate for the value of x is 0.1.
Since the new x is not within tolerance, another iteration 
is required. In four iterations, the optimum value for 
this example problem is x = 1 . 0  and minimum function value 
= -101 with a tolerance of 10-*. A flowchart of this 
algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

According to Allen, the final contribution that each 
term makes to the original function can be negative. The 
final contributions, u,'s, are calculated by dividing each
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Figure 2: Signomial Functions with Either All Positive or
All Negative Exponential Signs Algorithm
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term's value by the final function value. The terms' 
individual contributions for the example problem are

ui x — 990
Lu a — 1.970
^  3 =  .020

When the exponential values are all negative, the same 
technique as described above is used. Equation [2.2] 
illustrates this point.

Minimize 100x-* - 199x~a - 2x-x [2.2]

Using the initial estimate of x as 0.1, the condensed 
form is

Minimize 100x-4 - 199x~2-00

Since b is greater than the d, o equals -1; t> x equals . 999 
and d2 equals 1.999.

On the first iteration, the minimum function value 
equals -99.7, and x equals 1.001. Four iterations were 
sufficient to determine that x equals 1.0, and minimum 
function value equals -101 with a tolerance factor of 10-*.
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Due to the structure of these two example problems, they 
both obtained the same answers for x and the minimum 
function value. Each term's contribution again is

i = -.990 
w 2  = 1.970
uu 3 — .020

This technique assumes that the exponents in the 
"basic" equation do not equal each other after 
condensation. If b and d in equation [2.3] are equal, 
the two terms could combine into a one term function.
These functions are called monomials. During the testing of 
this algorithm, no monomial functions occurred. If a 
monomial function occurs, the algorithm will have a 
division by zero while calculating the a's. If monomial 
functions do occur frequently while using this algorithm, a 
monomial algorithm should be added to remove the problem.
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Chapter 3
SIGNOMIAL FUNCTIONS WITH BOTH POSITIVE 

AND NEGATIVE EXPONENTS

The other group of signomial functions have both 
positive and negative signs in the coefficients and the 
exponents. One example is

175x2 - 2 X 1 + 5 0 0 X - 3- [3.1]

Again, Ratliff's dual-condensation algorithm requires 
modifications to solve this type of signomial function. 
Again, the modification is not in the order of the steps, 
but in how the steps are performed. Using the outline of 
Ratliff's algorithm at the beginning of chapter 2, the only 
modification required is in the condensation method. The 
modification on the condensation method is discussed, and 
an example is presented.

The reason that only the condensation method is 
modified is the shape that this group of signomial 
functions form. As previously noted, geometric programming 
techniques only solve upwardly shaped convex functions.
One three-dimensional object that could represent a 
solvable signomial function of this type is a tea cup with
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infinitely high sides. To form these infinitely high 
walls, the two terms with the largest and the smallest 
exponent value must have positive coefficients. The 
largest exponent term increases its value faster than the 
other terms as the variable value approaches infinity. The 
same is true for the term with the smallest exponent as the 
variable value approaches zero. If the terms with the 
largest and smallest exponents do not have positive 
coefficients, geometric programming cannot minimize the 
function.

For signomial functions with degrees of difficulty 
greater than zero, condensation must be used. To retain 
the upwardly convex shape, the largest and smallest 
exponent terms are separated. This is accomplished by 
separating the terms according to their exponent's sign.
In order to use the dual geometric programming technique 
presented in chapter 1, the condensed coefficients of the 
"basic" equation must be positive. The condensation 
technique will be modified to meet this objective.

In the case of equation [3.1], the terms to be 
combined are

175x2 - 2 X 1
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Notice that these 2 terms appear to be the same form that 
was solved by Allen's method in chapter 2. Again, to 
prevent confusion in the following discussion, all the 
variable values are positive except when the u,1 s are 
calculated. Variables that are actually negative will have 
a negative sign in front. Allen's method applies negative
weights to the terms with negative contributions. The
geometric inequality in equation [1.5] is modified to 
obtain

t X 12  . e . t txn “ t n — . . . — t x
( t x / W i ) ^  ( t a / W a ) ^  . . . ( t m / W m )  ^  ( - t n / - W n )  W ”

• • • (-tx/-Wx) W*
if and only if
WX + Wa + . . . + Wm - Wn - . . . - Wx = 1
subject to wx > 0 and tx > 0 for all i.

There are two reasons why this condensation inequality is 
in the correct form. First, the "basic” equation must have 
both terms with positive coefficients to have the convex 
shape. The positive term is obtained by the negative 
coefficient sign cancelling out with the negative weight 
sign. The second reason is that the terms with negative 
coefficients should make negative contributions to the
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combined term. To reduce the condensed term’s value, the 
negative coefficient terms have their weights negative in 
the exponents.

In the example problem, the two terms are combined as

(175x V W i )W:L ( -2XV-W=)~W=

To have negative weights and to have the sum of the weights 
equal to one, these normalized equations are used:

Wx = 175x2/ (175x2 - 2X1)
-w= = -2x V ( 1 7 5 x 2 - 2xx)

Selecting the initial value of x to equal 2.0, w% =
1.0057 and -Wz = -.0057. Using these weight values, the 
terms combine to

(175x2/1.0057) x-oos'7 (-2X/-. 0057) --OOS7

The temporarily condensed equation is

Minimize 173x2 -oos'7 + 5OOx~x
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After the "basic" equation form is obtained, the dual 
method presented in chapter 1 is used to solve for the 
minimum function value and the value of x. Continuing with 
the example, 0 x and 0 2 are found by equations [1.8] and 
[1.9].

ôa. = d/(d+b)
= 1/(1 + 2.0057)
= .333

=  1  -  da.

= 1 - .333 
= .667

The minimum function value is calculated with equation 
[1.7].

MFV = axto + cx-<a
> (a/»*)63- (c/i.*)02 
= (173/.333)-= = = (500/.667) "6<S2 
= 664

Rearranging the definition of 0 to solve for x,
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x = { (MFV) Ox/a}3-/*9
= { (664) .333/173}3-/2*005*-7 
= 1.13

The initial estimate of x is 2.0. Since the 
calculated value is not within tolerance, another iteration 
occurs. After 3 iterations, x equals 1.128, and the 
minimum function value equals 663.67 with the tolerance at 
10-*. A flowchart of this algorithm is shown in Figure 3.

The terms' individual contributions for the example 
problem are

x = .335
w a = -.003 
w a = .668
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Figure 3: Signomial Functions with Both Positive and
Negative Exponential Signs Algorithm
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Chapter 4
THE GENERALIZED DUAL-CONDENSATION ALGORITHM 

FOR MULTIVARIABLE FUNCTIONS

In chapters 2 and 3, two algorithms for different 
groups of signomial functions are presented. These 
algorithms together can solve most types of single variable 
convex unbounded polynomial functions. However, the 
generalized algorithm must be able to determine between the 
two signomial function types and to solve multivariable 
problems. In this chapter, the method for combining these 
two algorithms is defined first. Next, this single 
algorithm is converted to solve multivariable functions.
The final section of this chapter follows an example to 
illustrate how the multivariable dual-condensation 
algorithm works.

In the single variable case, the generalized algorithm 
must be able to distinguish between both groups of 
signomial functions. The only difference between the 2 
groups is that one has both positive and negative exponents 
while the other has only exponents of the same sign. 
Therefore, selecting which signomial algorithm to use is 
simply determined by examining the exponents.

An example of a multivariable function is
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Minimize 100x4 - 199x2 -2xxy:L + 175y2 + SOOy-3- [4.1]

To solve these types of functions, the generalized 
dual-condensation algorithm (Ratliff 1980) uses a 
pseudo-constants method developed by Ratliff. This 
algorithm solves for one variable at a time, while the 
other variables are held constant. According to Ratliff, 
the pseudo-constants algorithm does not guarantee global 
optimality because all of the variables are not calculated 
at the same time. However, Ratliff did not develop any 
other method.

The difficulty in developing an algorithm to update 
all the variables at the same time is how to condense all 
of the terms to a zero degree of difficulty problem.
Ratliff presents the example of a problem with 5 variables. 
This problem has a possible 120 (5!) different terms. To 
obtain a zero degree of difficulty problem, all 120 terms 
would have to be combined into .6 terms (6 terms - 5 
variables - 1 = 0 ) .  Prior to the development of these two 
additional signomial algorithms, designing a generalized 
condensation algorithm to combine 120 terms to 6 was very 
difficult. However, this thesis may be the basis for an 
algorithm to solve a multivariable problem simultaneously.

The advantage of the pseudo-constants method is that
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the selection of which terms to condense is already defined 
by the single variable methods presented in chapters 2 and 
3. Ratliff's basic pseudo-constants algorithm adapted for 
signomial functions is presented below.

1) Estimate all the variable values.
2) Select the first variable to be calculated.
3) For each term, multiply the remaining estimated 

variable values and the coefficient together.
4) Examine the exponents to determine which signomial 

algorithm to use.
5) Calculate the selected variable's value with the 

selected signomial algorithm.
6) Check the tolerance between the estimated value 

and the calculated value of the variable. If the 
variable is not within tolerance, record that at 
least one variable was out of tolerance.

7) Replace the estimated value of the variable with 
the calculated value.

8) If all the variables have not been calculated 
once, select the next variable and return to step 
3.

9) If all the variables have been calculated once and 
at least one variable was not within tolerance, 
return to step 2.
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10) If all variables are within tolerance, calculate 
the minimum function value.

Equation [4.1] is used to demonstrate the above 
algorithm.

Minimize 100x4 - 199x2 - 2x3-y:L + 175y2 + SOOy-3-

The initial values of both variables x and y are chosen 
to be 10.

The x variable is selected as the first variable to 
calculate. The first 3 terms have the variable x. Only 
the third term has both x and y . Since the y variable 
contributes to the term, the y variable estimate is 
included in the coefficient and converts the term to -aox3-. 
The remaining two terms have only y variables so they are 
ignored.

The first three terms form the temporary equation

Minimize lOOx4 - 199x2 - 20xa-

Since the terms have only positive exponents, the signomial 
algorithm developed in chapter 2 is used. After the first 
iteration, the x variable equals 1.01. Because the 
estimated and the calculated x variable values are not
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within tolerance, it is recorded that the variables were 
out of tolerance. The value of the calculated x variable 
replaces its estimated value.

Next the y variable is calculated. The first two 
terms do not have the y variable so they are ignored. The 
third term has both the x and y variable, and it is 
converted to -2.02yx . The new temporary equation is

Minimize -2.02y:L + 175y2 + SOOy-1

Since the equation has both positive and negative 
exponents, the algorithm defined in chapter 3 is used. On 
its first iteration, y equals 1.13. Since y is also out of 
tolerance with its estimated value, the y variable is also 
recorded as being out of tolerance.

Since all of the variables have been calculated and at 
least one variable is out of tolerance, the algorithm 
returns to step 2. After 4 iterations, the x value equals 
1.000, and y equals 1.128 with a tolerance of 10”*. A 
flowchart of the combined algorithm is shown in Figure 4. 
The terms' final contributions are

ui a. — . 177
uj 2 = -.353
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Figure 4: The Generalized Signomial Function Algorithm
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Figure 4 : Continued
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u) 3 = —. 004 
u> 4 = . 394
LU s  —  ® *7 8 5

In nonlinear programming, the length of time and the 
number of iterations required to solve standard problems 
determine an algorithm's effectiveness. The time measure 
depends on the type of computer used and how well the 
computer algorithm was written. Due to the difference of 
computational speeds of Fortran on different computers, 
time will not be used as a measure in this thesis.

The number of iterations is determined by the number 
of times that the function value is calculated. In the 
modified dual-condensation algorithm, the function value is 
calculated before the variable is calculated. In a 
five-variable problem, this algorithm would require five 
iterations to calculate all of the variables once. Most 
algorithms can update all the variables in one iteration. 
Therefore, the method of counting iterations is redefined 
for this algorithm to improve comparison between the 
different algorithms. The number of iterations is the 
number of times the function value is calculated divided by 
the number of terms.
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Chapter 5 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

To demonstrate that the modified dual-condensation 
algorithm works, the computer program in Appendix A was 
written. Both single variable and multivariable examples 
from the literature are presented and solved. All the 
functions are reported in the original form that their 
author presented. The functions were expanded before being 
entered into the computer program. Therefore, the 
sensitivity analysis is not presented in most of the 
problems because the terms were different.

Refrigerator Problem (Peters and Timmerhaus 1980)

The first example is an economics example from Peters 
and Timmerhaus. A plant that produces refrigerators wants 
to maximize its daily profit. The daily profit function is

Maximize Profit = 125.27N - 0.IN2- 2 + 9075

N is the number of refrigerators produced per day. The 
first term is the amount of money that each refrigerator 
contributes to the firm. The second term is the daily

ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
COLORADO SCHOOL of MfNES 
GOLDEN. COLORADO 80401
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variable cost to produce each refrigerator, and the 
constant is the fixed daily cost.

Since geometric programming techniques cannot 
maximize, the function is converted to a minimization 
problem by multiplying by negative one. The new equation 
is

Minimize Profit = - 125.27N + 0.IN2- 2  - 9075

From a starting point of 10 and a tolerance of 10-®, 
three iterations were sufficient to determine that optimal 
N equals 197.8 refrigerators per day. The contributions of 
each term are

^ 3. = 1.833
Lu 2  = -. 833

Peters and Timmberhaus reported 198 refrigerators per day.

A Single Variable Function (Bronson 1982)

Schaum's outline covering operations research by 
Bronson (1982) presents the following single variable 
function.
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Minimize x4 - 4x3 + 6x2 - 4x + 1

The selected starting point is 1000, and the tolerance is 
10-=. The algorithm stopped at x = 1.010 after 5102 
iterations. A summary of the iterations is shown in Table 
1. Bronson's solution shows that x equals 1.0 and the 
minimum function value equals 0. Note that x is converging 
to.the proper answer; however, the number of iterations 
required is quite large.

Table 1
Selected Iteration Number and Its Variable Value

for the Function 
Minimize x4 - 4x3 + 6x2 - 4x + 1

Iteration Number Value of X
0 1000.

10 1.19
20 1.14
30 1.12
40 1.10
50 oH

100 1.07
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Functions with a Minimum and a Maximum (Bronson 1982)
One class of problems that the modified dual

condensation technique cannot solve are problems with both 
one minimum and one maximum solution point. These 
functions do not form convex shapes. The following 
function from Bronson demonstrates the solution error.

Q3/3 - 8Q2 + 39Q + 50

When this function is minimized, the modified dual
condensation algorithm finds 3 as the minimum value. This 
solution agrees with Bronson. When the function is 
maximized, the algorithm finds the maximum value as 3. 
However, the maximum value occurs at 13. A similar 
function is

Q3/3 - 5.5Q2 + 24QX + 31

When this function is maximized, the algorithm finds the 
value as 3, which is correct according to Bronson.
However, when the function is minimized, the algorithm 
again finds the minimum value as 3. The minimum occurs at 
8. These two functions show that the dual-condensation 
algorithm cannot solve functions without the convex shape.
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Filtration Problem (Schwever 1955)

Unfortunately, G.P. has the reputation for solving 
only posynomial problems. Signomial functions with both 
positive and negative coefficients and exponents are 
difficult to find. In the literature, only one problem of 
this type was found. Hopefully, chapter 3 type signomial 
problems will become increasingly more abundant in the 
future.

Schweyer proposed to balance the cost of thickening 
and filtering costs by finding the optimal percentage of 
solids (S) between two pieces of equipment. The equation

is

Minimize 100000(5 - 0.1)3 + 2100(1 - S) + lOOSS"3- 
+ 875

From a starting point of 0.55 and a tolerance of 10-6, 
2 iterations will be examined. On the first iteration, the 
combined equation is

Minimize 98864S4- 3 + 1095S-1
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The S variable is calculated to equal 0.325. On the second 
iteration, the combined equation is

Minimize (2.8E+22)S4:L-Q + 1095s-]-

Notice that the coefficients and exponents in the 
combined equation are growing larger. As the dual
condensation method approaches the optimal value, these 
combined terms will continue to grow beyond the numerical 
abilities of the computer. Therefore, the computer program 
that solves this function monitors the value of the 
exponents. When the exponents become too large, a modified 
three-point search method (Bronson 1982) is used to find 
the local minimum. This point may not represent the 
problem's global minimum.

In the filtration problem, the modified dual
condensation algorithm switches to the three-point search 
method when the S variable equals about .322. The local 
minimum is found at .315. Schweyer reports the same value 
for the S variable.
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Saddle Point Problem fDowling 1980)

The first multivariable example comes from Schaum's 
outline entitled "Mathematics For Economists." The 
function is a saddle point problem. A saddle point is a 
function where the optimum occurs when one variable is 
maximized and the other variable is minimized. The 
function is

Minimize 5x2 - 30x + 4xy - 3y2 + 7y

The computer program requires no modification to the 
function. From a starting point of 20 for both variables 
and a tolerance of 10-6, the solution was found in 46
iterations with x equal to 2.0 and y equal to 2.5. Dowling
reports the same results.

Nonlinear Test Set (Himmelblau 1972)

The remaining functions used to test the algorithm are
a test set from Himmelblau. The problems selected from
this test set are algebraic equations. If any function had 
negative values for solution points, the problem was not 
used. If a starting point was negative, a new value was
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assumed. Table 2 lists the functions, starting points, 
solution values and number of iterations required to solve 
the problems. The tolerance for all problems was 10-6.

The computer algorithm solves 7 of the 10 problems. 
Since the algorithm could not start from the traditional 
starting points, no direct comparisons can be made with 
other nonlinear unconstrained algorithms. However, the 
number of iterations required to solve these problem 
compared to Himmelblau's reported results (Himmelblau 1972 
205-10) are on the same order of magnitude. Therefore, the 
dual-condensation technique appears to be a viable 
algorithm for solving multivariable unbounded functions.

The functions that were not solved need to be further 
examined to determine why the algorithm failed. This is 
suggested as an important area for further research.
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Chapter 6 
POSSIBLE AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The generalized modified dual-condensation algorithm 
increases the ability of geometric programming to solve 
signomial objective functions. After solving both 
posynomial and signomial functions, the signomial functions 
were found to be much more difficult to solve. Some of the 
problems are described below, based on the numerical tests 
of the algorithm of this thesis.

1) Signomial functions are more starting point 
sensitive than posynomial functions. The reason is that 
geometric programming is limited to solving upwardly shaped 
convex functions. Some signomial functions have the 
required convex shape in one range of starting points and 
non-convex shapes at other starting point values. For 
example, signomial functions with both positive and 
negative exponents have asymptotes that form the convex 
walls. If a variable value is selected larger than an 
asymptote, geometric programming methods fail. One 
improvement is to develop a method to determine the 
asymptote values before selecting the starting points.

2) Allen's method (Allen 1980) is a simplification of 
Baker's method (Baker 1980). Bernard (1982) reports that
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if one of these methods did not work well on one function, 
the other method solved the function quickly. A possible 
combination of these two methods in one algorithm could 
improve solution versatility. Unfortunately, Allen reports 
a case where his method and Baker's method converged to two 
different and equivalent solution points. If these two 
methods are used in tandem, convergence may not occur.

3) For some problems, the number of iterations 
required is in the hundreds and thousands. These problems 
made small improvements on each iteration. A skipping 
method to reduce the number of iterations could be 
developed.

4) The pseudo-constants method needs improvement. 
First, the method cannot guarantee optimality. Second, if 
an array condensation method could be developed, the number 
of calculations per iteration in multivariable functions 
may be greatly reduced.

Other areas of research for the dual-condensation 
algorithm include additional algorithms for loose and tight 
variable constraints, trigonometric functions, and large 
polynomial denominators.
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APPENDIX A 

MULTICON PROGRAM
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

PROGRAM 
PURPOSE

AUTHORS

WRITTEN
UPDATED 
FOR
SIGNOMIALS 
SYSTEM

INPUTS

OUTPUTS

53

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

: MULTICON
: This program solves multi- variable 
posynomial and signomial problems by 
using condensation.

: Norman Goddard and Richard Ratliff 
Department of Mineral Economics 
Colorado School of Mines 
(303) 273-3672

: 19 February 1986
: 10 October 1986

IBM PC operating under MS-DOS 
Written in MS-FORTRAN 
Minimum configuration:

256K + 1 disk drive
COEFF(I)
CONSTT
ITEST
ITIM
NTRMS
NVARS
POWER(I,J)
TOL
XOLD(I)

FNCVAL 
ITER 
LOOP(2) 
LOOP(3) 
WEIGHT

coefficient of the Ith term 
value added after the

completion of optimization 
prints selected values on 

each iteration 
timer switch 
number of terms in the 

objective function (13) 
number of variables 

considered (13) 
power in the Ith term of the 

Jth variable (F20.8) 
convergence condition 
initial value of the Ith 
variable (F15.4)
(inputs are interactive from 
the terminal, logic unit 5)

value of the dual function 
number of iterations (110) 
variables removed 
unbounded variables removed 
contribution to FNCVAL of
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c
c XOLD(I) -

c
c
c
c
c SUBROUTINES : CHKMIN -

c
c CONDNS -

c OLDFIL -

c OUTRES -

c RDDATA -

c SENSE -

c
c
c VALLEY -

c
c
c
c IMPORTANT LOCAL VARIABLES
c ACOE —
c APOW -

c COEFF(I) -

c CONCOF(I) -
c
c CONEG(I) -
c
c CONEGP(I) -
c CONPOW(I) -
c
c COPOS(I) -
c
c . DIF —

c DELTA(I) -
c
c FNCVAL -
c IREAD -
c IREAD2 -
c ITER -
c
c IVAR —
c IWRITE -

c IWRIT2 -

c IXD -
c LOOP(0) -

c
c LOOP(1) -

each term (F7.4) 
optimal value of the Ith 

variable (F30.8)
(outputs are interactive to 
the terminal, logic unit 6)
checks the minimum over a 

range of values 
condenses terms passed to it 
retrieves stored problems 
print the results 
read in the data 
does limited sensitivity 

analysis of function value 
to changes in the variables 

three point search method 
when numerical overflow 
will occur

coefficient mate to APOW 
ACOE1s negative exponent mate 
coefficient of the Ith term 
coefficient of the Ith 

condensed term 
coefficients of the terms 

w/ negative powers 
absolute value of coneg(I) 
power of the Ith condensed 

term
coefficients of the terms 

w/ positive powers 
XOLD minus XNEW 
contribution to FNCVAL of the 

Ith condensed term 
value of the dual function 
For Vax; 5, PC; 0 
For Vax; 5, PC; 2 
number of iterations through 

the algorithm 
loop counter 
For Vax; 6, PC; 0 
For Vax; 6, PC; 2 
variables removed switch 
unchanged variable value on 

this iteration 
changed variable value on
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C this iteration
c LOOP(2) - condensed variable exponents
c equaled and the variable
c was removed
c LOOP(3) - unbounded variable that was
c removed
c NNEG — number of terms with a
c negative exponent
c NPOS - number of terms with a
c positive exponent
c NVARS - number of variables
c considered
c NTRMS - number of terms in the
c objective function
c PCOE - coefficient of PPOW
c POWER(I,J)— power in the Ith term of the
c Jth variable
c POWNEG(I) — powers of the variables
c w/ negative powers
c POWPOS(I) — powers of the variables
c w/ positive powers
c PPOW - PCOE * s positive exponent mate
c SIGMUM — sigmum value used in FNCVAL
c calculations (1 or -1)
c SMWGTN — sigmum of the negative
c condensed term
c SMWGTP - sigmum of the positive
c condensed term
c T - possible numeric overflow
c switch
c TEMP — partial value of the term
c TOL - convergence condition
c VALHAT - value of the function with
c previous iteration variable
c values
c VALUE — value of the function with
c this iteration variable
c values
c WGTCHN - value used to check numeric
c overflow for negative terms
c WGTCHP — value used to check numeric
c overflow for positive terms
c WGTNEG(I) - contribution to DELTA(2) of
c Ith term w/ neg power
c WGTPOS(I) - contribution to DELTA(1) of
c Ith term w/ pos power
c XNEW - current value of the variable
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calculated from delta 1 
XOLD - previous value of the

variable
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

DECLARATIONS

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4 (I-N)
DIMENSION LOOP(75)
DIMENSION COEFF(75), CONCOF(2),

+ CONEGP(75), POWPOS(75), WGTPOS(75),
+ DELTA (2), CONPOW(2), POWNEG(75),
+ XNEW(75), XOLD(75), WGTNEG(75),
+ COPOS(75), DIF(75), VALHAT(50),
+ CONEG(75), POWER(75,75)
COMMON /PARAMS/ COEFF, CONSTT, NTRMS, NVARS, POWER, 

+ IREAD, IWRITE, IREAD2, IWRIT2
LAST COMMON REVISION DATE: 10/07/86

BY NORMAN W. GODDARD

INITIALIZE

5 CONSTT = 0. 
IREAD = 0 
IREAD2 = 2 
ITER = 0 
ITEST = 0 
IWRITE = 0 
IWRIT2 = 2 
IXD = 0 
NNEG = 0 
NPOS = 0 
NTRMS = 0 
NVARS = 0 
T = 0.
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IVAR = 0 
FNCVAL = 0.
MNM = 0
DO 9, I = 1,50 

COEFF(I) = 0.0
DO 8, J = 1, 50

POWER(I,J) = 0.0
8 CONTINUE
9 CONTINUE

PRINT HEADING

WRITE(IWRITE,10)
10 FORMAT(/,' GENERALIZED MULTI- VARIABLES POLYNOMIAL' 

+ ' CONDENSATION PROGRAM')

GET THE PARAMETERS

15 WRITE(IWRITE,20)
20 FORMAT(' Select one:')

WRITE(IWRITE,25)
25 FORMAT(' Create a new file = 0 Retrieve an old' 

+ ' file =1')
READ(IREAD,30)NE 

30 FORMAT(13)
IF (NE .EQ. 0) GO TO 65 
IF (NE .EQ. 1) THEN 

CALL OLDFIL(MNM)
IF (MNM .EQ. 1) GO TO 5 

GO TO 70 
ENDIF 
GO TO 15

65 CALL RDDATA

GET THE CONVERGENCE CONDITION
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7 0 WRITE(IWRITE,75)
75 FORMAT(* Enter the convergence condition: [decimal*

+ * required] *)
READ(IREAD,80) TOL 

80 FORMAT(G15.5)

GET AN INITIAL ESTIMATE OF THE VARIABLES' VALUE

DO 95 MVAR = 1, NVARS
WRITE(IWRITE,85)MVAR 

85 FORMAT(' Enter an initial value for variable',13, 
+': [decimal required]')
READ(IREAD,90) XOLD(MVAR)

90 FORMAT(G15.5)
95 CONTINUE

IS PRINTING THE ITERATIONS DESIRED?

WRITE(IWRITE,100)
100 FORMAT(' Do you want each iteration printed? (No =' 

+ ' 0, Yes = 1) ' ) *“
READ(IREAD,101)ITEST

101 FORMAT(13)

RESETTING LOOP

107 DO 106 IL = 1, NVARS 
LOOP(IL) = 0 

106 CONTINUE

MAIN LOOP; CONDENSES TERMS IF EQUATION CONTAINS BOTH 
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE EXPONENTS

108 DO 109 IK = 1, NVARS
IF (LOOP(IK) .NE. 1) GO TO 109 
LOOP(IK) = 0.0

109 CONTINUE
C
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110 DO 990 IVAR=1,NVARS

IF VARIABLE ALREADY REMOVED FROM EQUATION, GO TO 
NEXT VARIABLE

IF (LOOP(IVAR) .NE. 0) GO TO 990

INITIALIZING LOCAL VARIABLES

ACOE = 0
NPOS = 0
APOW 0
NNEG 0
PCOE 0
PPOW 0
WGTCHN 0
WGTCHP 0

DO 13 5 1= 1,NTRMS

IF POWER EQUALS ZERO FOR THIS VARIABLE GO TO THE 
NEXT TERM

IF (POWER(I,IVAR) .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 135

COLLECTING POSITIVE EXPONENT VARIABLES

IF (POWER(I,IVAR). GT .0.0) THEN 
NPOS = NPOS + 1 
POWPOS(NPOS) = POWER(I,IVAR) 
COPOS(NPOS) = COEFF(I)

COLLECTING NONCHANGING VARIABLES IN THIS ITERATION

DO 111 K= 1,NVARS
IF (IVAR .NE. K) THEN

COPOS(NPOS) = XOLD(K)**POWER(I,K)*
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+ COPOS(NPOS)
ENDIF

111 CONTINUE
C
C----------------   — --------- -------— -----------------
C FINDING HIGHEST EXPONENT WITH ITS MATCHING
C COEFFICIENT
C----------------------------------------------------------
C

IF (POWPOS(NPOS) .GT. PPOW) THEN 
PPOW = POWPOS(NPOS)
PCOE = COPOS(NPOS)

ENDIF
C
C---------------------------------------------------------
C COMBINING HIGHEST EQUAL EXPONENT TERMS FOR CORRECT
C COEFFICIENT
C-----------------------      — ---------
C

IF (POWPOS(NPOS) .EQ. PPOW) THEN 
PCOE = COPOS(NPOS) + PCOE 

ENDIF
C

ENDIF '
C
C----------       — ------ — ------
C COLLECTING ALL NEGATIVE POWERED VARIABLE TERMS
C---------- ------------------------------------------------
C

IF (POWER(I,IVAR) .LT. 0.0) THEN 
NNEG = NNEG + 1 
POWNEG(NNEG) = POWER(I,IVAR)
CONEG(NNEG) = COEFF(I)

C
C---------- ---- ----------------------------------- ---------
C COLLECTING ALL NONCHANGING VARIABLES FOR THIS
C ITERATION

DO 120 K= 1,NVARS
IF (IVAR .NE. K) THEN

CONEG(NNEG) = XOLD(K) **POWER(I,K)*
+

ENDIF
CONEG(NNEG)

120 CONTINUE
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C FINDING HIGHEST VARIABLE AND ITS MATCHING EXPONENT
C---------------------------------------------------------
C

IF (POWNEG(NNEG) .LT. APOW) THEN 
APOW = POWNEG(NNEG)
ACOE = CONEG(NNEG)

ENDIF
C
C--------------------------------------------------------
C COMBINING TERMS WITH EQUALLY HIGH EXPONENTS
C  ----------------------------------------------------
C

IF (POWNEG(NNEG) .EQ. APOW) THEN 
ACOE = CONEG(NNEG) + ACOE 

ENDIF
C

ENDIF
C

135 CONTINUE
C
C----------------       »--------
C IS THE VARIABLE A MIXED EXPONENT EQUATION?
C---------------------------------- — — ------- ------------
C

IF (NPOS .EQ. 0) THEN 
GO TO 900 

ENDIF
C

IF (NNEG .EQ. 0) THEN 
GO TO 900 

ENDIF
C
C --------- —------«--------------- ------------- ----------
C IS THE EQUATION AN UNBOUNDED MIXED EXPONENT
C EQUATION?C— --------------------- -----— — — --------  — ---------
C

IF (PCOE .LT. 0) THEN 
DO 115 II = 1,NTRMS 

POWER(II,IVAR) = 0.0 
115 CONTINUE

C
LOOP(IVAR) = 3 
IXD = 1 
GO TO 69 
ENDIF

C
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IF (ACOE .LT. 0) THEN 
DO 117 II = 1,NTRMS 

POWER(II,IVAR) = 0 
117 CONTINUE

C
LOOP(IVAR) = 3 
IXD = 1 
GO TO 69 
ENDIF

C
GO TO 140

ENTERING CONDENSATION FOR MIXED EXPONENTS IF 
REQUIRED

POSITIVE TERMS FIRST
140 IF (NPOS .GT. 1) THEN

CALL CONDNS(COPOS, CONCOF(1), CONPOW(1), NPOS, 
+ POWPOS, T, WGTCHP, SMWGTP,
+ WGTPOS, XOLD, IVAR)
ELSE

CONPOW(1) = POWPOS(1)
CONCOF(1) = DABS(COPOS(1))
WGTPOS(1) = 1.0 
SMWGTP =1.0 

ENDIF

CHECK SWITCH IN CONDNS TO PREVENT NUMERIC OVERFLOW

IF (T .EQ. 1) GO TO 200

CHECKING SIGMUM OF CONDENSED TERM. IF IT IS 
NEGATIVE, XOLD IS TO SMALL

IF (SMWGTP .LT. -.99) THEN 
XOLD(IVAR) = XOLD(IVAR)*2. 
LOOP(IVAR) = 1 
GO TO 990 

ENDIF
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C REPEATING FOR NEGATIVE VARIABLES
C-------------------------------------------
C

IF (NNEG .GT. 1) THEN
CALL CONDNS(CONEG, CONCOF(2), CONPOW(2), NNEG,

+ POWNEG, T, WGTCHN, SMWGTN,
+ WGTNEG, XOLD, IVAR)
ELSE

CONPOW(2) = POWNEG(1)
CONCOF(2) = DABS(CONEG(1))
WGTNEG(1) =1.0 
SMWGTN = 1.0 

ENDIF
C
C----------------------------------------------------------
C CHECKING SWITCH IN CONDNS TO PREVENT NUMERICAL
C OVERFLOW
C------      — --- -------------------
C

IF (T .EQ. 1) GO TO 200
C
C-----------------------------------------------------------
C CHECKING SIGMUM OF THE NEGATIVE TERMS. XOLD IS TOO
C LARGE
C  ---------------------------— — --- — -----------------
C

IF (SMWGTN .LT. -.99) THEN
XOLD(IVAR) = XOLD(IVAR)*(2./3.)
LOOP(IVAR) = 1 
GO TO 990 

ENDIF
C
C----------------- --------- ------------ — — ------- --------
C SIGMUM ALWAYS EQUALS 1 FOR THIS EQUATION FORM
C------------------------  — -- ------------------
C

SIGMUM = 1.
C
C----- ------------------- -------
C CALCULATE THE NEW DELTAS
C  ----------- -----------------
C

DELTA(2) = DABS (CONPOW(1)/(CONPOW(2)-CONPOW( 1) ) ) 
DELTA(1) = 1.0 - DELTA(2)

C
C--------’--------------------------------------
C CALCULATE THE NEW VALUE OF THE VARIABLES
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FNCVAL = ( (CONCOF(1)/DELTA(1))**(DELTA(1)) )* 
+ ( (CONCOF(2)/DELTA(2))**(DELTA(2)) )
XNEW(IVAR) = ( FNCVAL*DELTA(l)/CONCOF(l))**

+ (1/CONPOW(1) )

DIF IS FOR VALLEY IF REQUIRED 

DIF(IVAR) = XOLD(IVAR)-XNEW(IVAR) 

PRINT ITERATIONS IF DESIRED

IF (ITEST .EQ. 1) THEN
WRITE(IWRITE,145)ITER, IVAR 

145 FORMAT(1 IN ITERATION ',13,' FOR VARIABLE ',13) 
WRITE(IWRITE,150)SMWGTP 

150 FORMAT(' SMWGTP = 1,F4.1)
WRITE(IWRITE,155)SMWGTN

155 FORMAT(' SMWGTN = ',F4.l)
WRITE(IWRITE,156)

156 FORMAT(' THE COMBINED EQUATION:')
WRITE(IWRITE,157)CONCOF(1), CONPOW(l), CONCOF(2),

+ CONPOW(2)
157 FORMAT(' ((',GÎ5.5,')A(',G15.5,'))+((',G15.5,')"('

+ ,G15.5, ' )) ' )
WRITE(IWRITE,158)SIGMUM

158 FORMAT(' SIGMUM = ',F6.2)
WRITE(IWRITE,159)DELTA(1), DELTA(2)

159 FORMAT(' DELTA(1) =',F10.5,' DELTA(2) =',F10.5) 
WRITE(IWRITE,160)FNCVAL

160 FORMAT(' FNCVAL = ', F20.8)
WRITE(IWRITE,165)WGTCHP

165 FORMAT(' WGTCHP EQUALS',F20.8)
WRITE(IWRITE,166)WGTCHN

166 FORMAT(' WGTCHN EQUALS',F2 0.8)
WRITE(IWRITE,170)IVAR, XNEW(IVAR)

170 FORMAT(' ON THE NEXT ITERATION FOR VARIABLE ',13,
+ ' XNEW =', F20.8)
ENDIF
GO TO 971
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CONDENSES TERMS IF EQUATION CONTAINS EITHER POSITIVE 
OR NEGATIVE EXPONENTS

900 NPOS = 0 
NNEG = 0 
SIGMUM = 0 
WGTCHN = 0 
WGTCHP = 0

DO 93 5 1= 1,NTRMS

IF EXPONENT EQUALS ZERO, GO TO NEXT TERM

IF (POWER(I,IVAR) .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 935

SEPARATING TERMS BASED ON COEFFICIENTS

IF (COEFF(I) .GT. 0.0) THEN 
NPOS = NPOS + 1 
POWPOS(NPOS) = POWER(I,IVAR) 
COPOS(NPOS) = COEFF(I)

COMBINING NONCHANGING VARIABLES

DO 910 K= 1,NVARS
IF (IVAR .NE. K) THEN

COPOS(NPOS) = XOLD(K)**POWER(I,K)* 
+ COPOS(NPOS)

ENDIF
910 CONTINUE

ENDIF

SEPARATING TERMS BASED ON NEGATIVE COEFFICIENTS

IF (COEFF(I) .LT. 0.0) THEN 
NNEG = NNEG + 1
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POWNEG(NNEG) = POWER(I,IVAR)
CONEG(NNEG) = COEFF(I)
CONEGP(NNEG) = DABS(COEFF(I))

C
C-------------------------------------------
C COMBINING THE NONCHANGING VARIABLES
C----------------------- ------------------
C

DO 920 K= 1,NVARS
IF (IVAR .NE. K) THEN 

CONEG(NNEG)
+

CONEGP(NNEG)
+

ENDIF
C

920 CONTINUE
ENDIF

C
935 CONTINUE

C
C-------------------------------
C IS THE VARIABLE SOLVABLE BY G.P.
C — -------------- -------------------------------------— --------- — — —
C IF VARIABLE IS NOT BALANCED, REMOVED FROM THE PROBLEM
C

IF (NPOS .EQ. 0) THEN 
DO 912 II = 1,NTRMS 

POWER(II,IVAR) = 0.0 
912 CONTINUE

C
LOOP(IVAR) = 3 
IXD = 1 
GO TO 69 
ENDIF

C
IF (NNEG .EQ. 0) THEN 

DO 925 II = 1,NTRMS 
POWER(II,IVAR) = 0.0 

925 CONTINUE
C

LOOP(IVAR) = 3 
IXD = 1 
GO TO 69 
ENDIF

C
C-------------------------------- ---------------------------

= (XOLD(K)**POWER(I,K) )* 
CONEG(NNEG)

= (XOLD(K)**POWER(I,K))* 
CONEGP(NNEG)
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ENTERING CONDENSATION FOR NON-MIXED EXPONENTS

940 IF (NPOS .GT. 1) THEN
CALL CONDNS(COPOS, CONCOF(1), CONPOW(1), NPOS, 

+ POWPOS, T, WGTCHP, SMWGTP,
+ WGTPOS, XOLD, IVAR)
ELSE

CONPOW(1) = POWPOS(1)
CONCOF(1) = COPOS(1)
WGTPOS(1) =1.0 
SMWGTP = 1.0 

ENDIF

CHECKING SWITCH FROM CONDNS FOR POSSIBLE NUMERICAL 
OVERFLOW

IF (T .EQ. 1) GO TO 200
IF (NNEG .GT. 1) THEN

CALL CONDNS(CONEGP, CONCOF(2), CONPOW(2), NNEG, 
+ * POWNEG, T, WGTCHN, SMWGTN,
+ WGTNEG, XOLD, IVAR)
ELSE

CONPOW(2) = POWNEG(1)
CONCOF(2) = CONEGP(1)
WGTNEG(1) =1.0 
SMWGTN = 1.0 

ENDIF

CHECKING FOR VARIABLE HAVING COMMON EXPONENT, REMOVE 
IF EQUAL

IF (CONPOW(1) .EQ. CONPOW (2)) THEN 
DO 981 II = 1,NTRMS 

POWER(II,IVAR) = 0.0 
981 CONTINUE

C
LOOP(IVAR) = 2 
IXD = 1 
GO TO 69 
ENDIF
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DETERMINING SIGMUM

IF (DABS(CONPOW(1)) .GT. DABS(CONPOW(2))) THEN 
SIGMUM = -1.

ELSE
SIGMUM = 1.

ENDIF

CALCULATE THE NEW DELTAS

DELTA(2) = ( SIGMUM*CONPOW(1)/(CONPOW(2)-CONPOW(1)) )
DELTA(1) = DELTA(2) + SIGMUM

CALCULATE THE NEW VALUE OF THE VARIABLES

FNCVAL = SIGMUM*( ( (CONCOF(1)/DELTA(1))**
+ ( DELTA(1)) )*
+ (CONCOF(2)/DELTA(2))**
+ (-DELTA(2)) )**SIGMUM
XNEW(IVAR) = ( (FNCVAL*DELTA(1)*SIGMUM)/CONCOF(1))** 

+ (1/CONPOW(1) )

DIF IS FOR VALLEY IF REQUIRED

DIF(IVAR) = XOLD(IVAR)-XNEW(IVAR)

PRINT ITERATIONS IF DESIRED

944 IF (ITEST .EQ. 1) THEN
WRITE(IWRITE,945)ITER, IVAR

945 FORMAT(’ IN ITERATION ' ,13, 1 FOR VARIABLE ',13) 
WRITE(IWRITE,950)SMWGTP

950 FORMAT(1 SMWGTP = 1,F4.1)
WRITE(IWRITE,955)SMWGTN 

955 FORMAT(' SMWGTN = ',F4.1)
WRITE(IWRITE,956)
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FORMAT(1 THE COMBINED EQUATION: 1)
WRITE(IWRITE,957)CONCOF(1), CONPOW(1), CONCOF(2), 

CONPOW(2)
FORMAT(' ((',015.5,')"(',015.5,'))+((-',015.5,')A('

,015.5,'))*)
WRITE(IWRITE,958)SIGMUM 
FORMAT(' SIGMUM = ',F6.2)
WRITE(IWRITE,959)DELTA(1), DELTA(2)
FORMAT(' DELTA(1) =',F10.5,' DELTA(2) =',FÎO.5)
WRITE(IWRITE,960)FNCVAL 
FORMAT(1 FNCVAL = ', F2 0.8)
WRITE(IWRITE,965)WGTCHP 
FORMAT(1 WGTCHP EQUALS 1,F2 0.8)
WRITE(IWRITE,966)WGTCHN 
FORMAT(' WGTCHN EQUALS 1,F2 0.8) ‘
WRITE(IWRITE,970)IVAR, XNEW(IVAR)
FORMAT(' ON THE NEXT ITERATION FOR VARIABLE ',13,

1 XNEW =', F20.8)
ENDIF

IF XNEW(1) HAS NOT CHANGED FOR CHANGED FOR THE LAST 
5 ITERATIONS, CALCULATIONS WILL STOP

971 IF (IVAR .EQ. 1) THEN
CHECK = (PLOOP/XNEW(1)) - 1.

C
IF (CHECK .LT. .00000000001 .AND. CHECK .GT.

+ -.00000000001) THEN
NITER = NITER + 1 

ELSE
NITER = 0 
PLOOP = XNEW(1)

‘ ENDIF 
ENDIF

C
IF (NITER .EQ. 5) THEN 
WRITE(IWRITE,973)

973 FORMAT(//,1 THE MAIN PROGRAM HAS NOT CHANGED 
+ XNEW(1) FOR THE LAST 5 ITERATIONS')

C
WRITE(IWRITE,974)

974 FORMAT(/,' CHECK TO SEE IF RESULTS ARE CLOSE ENOUGH 
+ TO MINIMUM.')

C
GO TO 201

956
+

957
+

958
959
960
965
966 
970
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ENDIF

UP DATING XOLD AND MOVE THE NEXT VARIABLES

IF ((DABS (XNEW(IVAR)-XOLD(IVAR)) /XOLD(IVAR)) .GT. 
+ TOL) THEN

XOLD(IVAR) = XNEW(IVAR)
LOOP(IVAR) = 1 

ENDIF

IS FNCVAL WITHIN TOL

IF ((DABS((VALHAT(IVAR) - FNCVAL) / FNCVAL)) .GT. 
+ TOL) THEN

VALHAT(IVAR) = FNCVAL 
LOOP(IVAR) = 1 

ENDIF
GO TO 990

ENTERING VALLEY IF CONDENSATION DOES NOT WORK; 
PREVENT XNEW FROM NOT HAVING A VALUE IN THE VALLEY

200 IF (XNEW(IVAR) .EQ. 0) THEN 
XOLD(IVAR) = XOLD(IVAR)*2. 
LOOP (IVAR) = 1 
GO TO 990 

ENDIF

IS DIF TOO LARGE FOR VALLEY

IF (DIF(IVAR)*20 .GT. XOLD(IVAR)) THEN 
XOLD(IVAR) =.XOLD(IVAR)*2 
LOOP (IVAR) = 1 
GO TO 990 

ENDIF
CALL VALLEY(DIF, ITEST, IVAR, TOL, XOLD)
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IF (NVARS .EQ. 1) THEN 
LOOP(IVAR) = 0 
GO TO 195 

ELSE
LOOP(IVAR) = 1 

ENDIF
GO TO 990

STOPPING CALCULATIONS IF ALL VARIABLES ARE UNBOUNDED

69 DO 71 U K  = 1,.NVARS
IF (LOOP (UK) .EQ. 0 .OR. LOOP (UK) .EQ. 1) GO TO 

+ 990
71 CONTINUE

WRITE(IWRITE,72)
72 FORMAT(' THIS PROBLEM CAN NOT BE SOLVED BY G.P.'

+ 1 REFORMULATE THE PROBLEM')
DO 76 U K L  = 1, NVARS

IF (LOOP(UKL) .EQ. 2) THEN 
WRITE (IWRITE,73) U K L

73 FORMAT(' THE ',13,' VARIABLE HAS EQUAL «
+ » EXPONENTS')

GO TO 76 
ENDIF
WRITE (IWRITE,74) U K L

74 FORMAT(' THE ',13,' VARIABLE IS UNBOUNDED')
76 CONTINUE 

GO TO 205
990 CONTINUE

CHECK & SEE IF IT HAS CONVERGED YET

195 ITER = ITER + 1
C

DO 191 IL = 1, NVARS
IF (LOOP(IL) .EQ. 1) GO TO 108 

191 CONTINUE
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C
192 IF (ITIM .EQ. 1) THEN 

ENDIF
C

201 CALL OUTRES(ITER, IXD, LOOP, XOLD)

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS, NEW PROBLEM OR TERMINATE 
PROGRAM

205 WRITE(IWRITE,210)
210 FORMAT(/,1 Select one of the following.')

WRITE(IWRITE,215)
215 FORMAT(/,1 Minimum over a range = 1',5x,* New 1 

+ 'problem = 4 1)
WRITE(IWRITE,220)

220 FORMAT(' Sensitivity analysis = 2',5x,' End 1 
+ 1 Program = 5 1)
WRITE(IWRITE,225)

225 FORMAT(' New initial x = 3')
READ(IREAD,2 2 6)NR

226 FORMAT(13)
C

GO TO (227, 228, 229, 230, 231)NR
C

227 CONTINUE
CALL CHKMIN(XNEW)
GO TO 2 05

C
228 CONTINUE

CALL SENSE 
GO TO 205

C
229 CONTINUE

ITER = 0 
GO TO 70

C
230 CONTINUE

GO TO 5
C

231 CONTINUE
GO TO 235

C
235 STOP 

END
C
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SUBROUTINE CONDNS(COEF, CONCOF, CONPOW, NTRMS, PWER,
+ T, WGTCHK, WGTSUM, WGT, XOLD, IVAR)

PURPOSE : This subroutine condenses a functions
with 1 variable

AUTHOR : Norman Goddard
Department of Mineral Economics 
Colorado School of Mines 
Golden, Colorado 80401 
(303) 273- 3672

WRITTEN : 1 August 1986
INPUTS : inputs enter through the argument list

IMPORTANT LOCAL VARIABLES 
COEF(I) 
CONCOF 
CONPOW 
CONSTT
NTRMS
NVARS 
PWER(I,J)
SUM

TEMP
TERM
WGT
WGTCHK
WGTSUM
XOLD

- coefficient of the Ith term
- condensed coefficient term
- condensed exponent
- constant added after the

calculations
- number of terms in the

objective function
- number of variables considered
- power in the Ith term of the

Jth variable
- total value of all of the

terms
- switch to signal possible 
numerical overflow

- partial value of term
- partial value of each term
- contribution of each term
- sum of absolute value of

weights
- sum of weights
- previous value of variable

DECLARATIONS
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IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4 (I-N)
DIMENSION COEF(75), PWER(75), TERM(75), WGT(75), 

+ XOLD(75)

INITIALIZE LOCAL VARIABLES

CONCOF = 1.0 
CONPOW = 0.0 
SUM = 0.0 
T = 0.0
WGTSUM = 0.0

CALCULATE THE VALUE OF EACH TERM USING XOLD

DO 250 1=1,NTRMS
TERM(I) = COEF(I)*(XOLD(IVAR) ** PWER(I)) 
SUM = SUM + TERM(I)

250 CONTINUE

CALCULATE THE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE CONDENSED TERM

DO 255 1=1,NTRMS
WGT(I) = (TERM(I)/DABS(SUM)) 
WGTSUM = WGTSUM + WGT(I) 
WGTCHK = WGTCHK + DABS(WGT(I))

PREVENTING NUMERICAL OVERFLOW

IF (WGTCHK .GT . 100) THEN 
T = 1.
GO TO 265 

ENDIF 
255 CONTINUE
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PREVENTING EXPONENTS FROM BEING TOO SMALL

IF (WGTCHK .LT. 10.D-14) THEN 
T = 1.
GO TO 265 

ENDIF

CALCULATE COEFFICIENT AND POWER OF THE CONDENSED TERM

DO 260 I = 1,NTRMS
CONCOF = CONCOF * (DABS (COEF(I)/WGT(I)) )**WGT(I) 
CONPOW = CONPOW + ( PWER(I)*WGT(I) )

260 CONTINUE
265 RETURN 

END

SUBROUTINE VALLEY(DIF, ITEST, IVAR, TOL, XOLD)
PURPOSE : A three point search method for

determining local minimum when 
numerical overflow is likely to occur

AUTHOR : Norman Goddard
Department of Mineral Economics 
Colorado School of Mines 
Golden, Colorado 80401 
(303) 273-3672

WRITTEN : July 22, 1986
INPUTS : (inputs enter through the param list)
IMPORTANT LOCAL VARIABLES :

COEFF(I) - coefficient of the Ith term
CONSTT - constant added after the

calculations 
DIFF - XOLD(I)-XNEW(I)
IT - iteration counter
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C ITEST switch for printing iterations
C ITT limits the number of times
C that same DIFF is used
C IVAR loop counter
C NTRMS number of terms in the
C objective function
C NVARS number of variables considered
C POWER(I,J)- power in the Ith term of the
C Jth variable
C RVAL value of function using RX
C RX value to the right of XXNEW
C TEMP partial value of term
C TITT helps ITT
C TOL convergence condition
C TVAL value of function using TX
C TX value to the left of XXNEW
C XOLD previous value of variable
C XXNEW the value of the variable
C under consideration
c
c=========================================================
c
c
c
C DECLARATIONS
C  ---------------
C

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4 (I-N)

C
DIMENSION COEFF(75), POWER(75,75), TEMP(75),

+ XOLD(75)f DIF(75)
C

COMMON /PARAMS/ COEFF, CONSTT, NTRMS, NVARS, POWER, 
+ IREAD, IWRITE, IREAD2, IWRIT2

C
C  -------------------- -
C PRINT WARNING
C  -------------------
C

WRITE(IWRITE,201)
201 FORMAT(/,1 Calculation errors will be to great for1 

+ 1 mult icon. 1 )
WRITE(IWRITE,202)

202 FORMAT(* The subroutine VALLEY will find the local 1 
+ ’minimum')
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C
C------------------
C INITIALIZE
C------------------
C

IT = 0  
ITT = 0 
TVAL = 0

C
XXNEW = XOLD(IVAR)
DIFF = ABS(DIF(IVAR))
RX = XXNEW + DIFF
TX = XXNEW - DIFF

C
IF (ITEST .EQ. 0) THEN 

GO TO 310 
ENDIF

C
WRITE(IWRITE,300)DIFF,XXNEW 

300 FORMAT(' The initial values are DIFF = ',015.5,
+ ' XXNEW = ',615.5)
WRITE(IWRITE,3 0 5)RX,TX,IVAR 

305 FORMAT(' RX = 1,G15.5,' TX = ',G15.5,' IVAR = ' 
+ ,13)C

C  ------------------------- — ----— ---------------- —
C COMBINING NON-CHANGING VARIABLES WITH COEFFICIENTS
C---- — ---- «------------------------- ----—------------- ---
C

310 DO 330 I = 1,NTRMS
TEMP(I) = COEFF(I)

C
DO 320 J = 1,NVARS

IF (IVAR .NE. J) THEN
TEMP(I) = TEMP(I)*(XOLD(I)**POWER(I,J)) 

ENDIF 
320 CONTINUE

C
330 CONTINUE

C
C------- — ------    — -------  — --- —
C CALCULATING FNCVAL, RVAL AND TVAL
C------------------- ------- ---------- --------- -----
C

335 TVAL =0.0 
FNCVAL = 0.0 
RVAL = 0.0
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DO 340 J = 1,NTRMS
TVAL = TVAL + TEMP(J)*( TX **POWER(J,IVAR) )
FNCVAL = FNCVAL + TEMP(J)*( XXNEW**POWER(J ,IVAR) )
RVAL = RVAL + TEMP(J)*( RX **POWER(J ,IVAR) )

340 CONTINUE
C

TVAL = TVAL + CONSTT 
FNCVAL = FNCVAL + CONSTT 
RVAL = RVAL + CONSTT
PRINTING ITERATIONS IF DESIRED
IF (ITEST .EQ. 0) THEN 
GO TO 3 55 

ENDIF
WRITE(IWRITE,3 4 5)IT, TVAL 

345 FORMAT(' On iteration ',13,' TVAL = ',F20.10,
+ 1 and')
WRITE(IWRITE,350)FNCVAL, RVAL

350 FORMAT(' FNCVAL = ',F20.10,' RVAL =',F20.10)
WRITE(IWRITE,351)DIFF,XXNEW

351 FORMAT(1 DIFF = ',F15.5,' XXNEW = ',Flô.5)
WRITE(IWRITE,3 52)RX,TX

352 FORMAT(1 RX = 1,FIS.5,1 TX = 1,F15.5)

ARE THE VALUES WITHIN TOL

355 IF ((DABS(XXNEW-RX)/XXNEW) .GT. TOL) THEN 
GO TO 3 60 

ENDIF
IF ((DABS(XXNEW-TX)/XXNEW) .GT. TOL) THEN 

GO TO 360 
ENDIF
IF ((DABS(FNCVAL-TVAL)/FNCVAL) .GT. TOL) THEN 

GO TO 360 
ENDIF
IF ((DABS(FNCVAL-RVAL)/FNCVAL) .GT. TOL) THEN 

GO TO 360 
ENDIF
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EXITING VALLEY IF WITHIN TOL

GO TO 394

DETERMINING NEW VALUES FOR RX, XXNEW AND TX 
IF DIFF IS TOO SMALL, IT IS INCREASED

360 IT = IT + 1
IF (RVAL .LT. FNCVAL .AND. FNCVAL .LT. TVAL) THEN 

ITT = ITT + 1 
TITT = ITT/5.

C
3 65 IF (TITT .EQ. 1) THEN 

DIFF = DIFF*2.
ITT = 0
IF (ITEST .EQ. 1) THEN 
ENDIF 

ENDIF
C

TVAL = XXNEW 
XXNEW = RX 
RX = RX + DIFF 
GO TO 335 

ENDIF
C

IF (RVAL .GT. FNCVAL .AND. FNCVAL .GT. TVAL) THEN 
ITT = ITT + 1 
TITT = ITT/5.

C
380 IF (TITT .EQ. 1) THEN 

DIFF = DIFF*2.
ITT = 0
IF (ITEST .EQ. 1) THEN 
ENDIF 

ENDIF
C

RX = XXNEW 
XXNEW = TX 
TX = TX - DIFF 
GO TO 335 

ENDIF
C

IF (RVAL .GT. FNCVAL .AND. TVAL .GT. FNCVAL) THEN
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DIFF = DIFF/2 
ITT = 0
RX = XXNEW + DIFF
TX = XXNEW - DIFF
GO TO 33 5 

ENDIF

FNCVAL IS GREATER THAN BOTH RVAL AND TVAL

WRITE(IWRITE,391)
391.FORMAT(/,' ERROR: THE FNCVAL IS GREATER THAN BOTH1

+ ' RVAL AND TVAL')
WRITE(IWRITE,392)IVAR 

392 FORMAT(' ON VARIABLE ',13,' XOLD UPDATED BEFORE'
+ ' FAILURE')
GO TO 397

394 WRITE(IWRITE,395)IT,IVAR
395 FORMAT(/,' The number of iterations in VALLEY was'

+ ,13,' for variable ',13)
397 XOLD(IVAR) = XXNEW 

RETURN 
END

SUBROUTINE OUTRES(ITER, IXD, LOOP, XOLD)
PURPOSE : This subroutine outputs the solution

to the user's terminal
AUTHOR : Richard Ratliff

WRITTEN . :
INPUTS : (inputs enter through the param list)
IMPORTANT LOCAL VARIABLES :

COEFF(I) - coefficient of the Ith term 
CONSTT - constant added after the

calculations 
ITER - iteration counter
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C=
C 
C 
C
C DECLARATIONS 
C — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4 (I-N)

C
DIMENSION LOOP(75)

C
DIMENSION COEFF(75), POWER(75,75), TERM(75),

+ XOLD(75)
C

COMMON /PARAMS/ COEFF, CONSTT, NTRMS, NVARS,
+ POWER, IREAD, IWRITE, IREAD2,
+ IWRIT2

CQ —— — — — — —— — — ——
C CALCULATING FNCVAL 
C  ---   —
C

FNCVAL = 0.0 
SPFVAL = 0.0

C
DO 405 I = 1,NTRMS

C
TEMP = 1.0

C
DO 400 J = 1,NVARS

81

IXD - variables have been removed
switch

LOOP(2) - condensed exponents are
equal so the variable 
was dropped 

LOOP(3) - unbounded variable
NTRMS - number of terms in the

objective function 
NVARS - number of variables

considered 
POWER(I,J)- power in the Ith term of 

the Jth variable 
TEMP - partial value of term
WEIGHT - contribution of each term
XOLD - previous value of variable
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C
TEMP = (XOLD(J)**POWER(I,J)) *TEMP

C
400 CONTINUE

FNCVAL = (COEFF(I)*TEMP) + FNCVAL
C

405 CONTINUE
C

FFV = FNCVAL + CONSTT

LISTING VARIABLES THAT WERE REMOVED

IF (IXD .EQ. 1) THEN 
WRITE(IWRITE,406)

406 FORMAT(//,' THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES COULD NOT BE' 
+ ' SOLVED WITH GEOMETRIC PROGRAMMING.')

DO 407 11=1,NVARS
IF (LOOP(II) .EQ. 2) THEN 
WRITE(IWRITE,408)11

408 FORMAT(' The exponents of both condensed'
+ 1 terms of variable ',13,' were equal.')

ENDIF
IF (LOOP(II) .EQ. 3) THEN 
WRITE(IWRITE,409)11

409 FORMAT(' The variable ',13,' is unbounded') 
ENDIF

407 CONTINUE 
ENDIF

PRINT OPTIMAL VALUES FOR THE VARIABLES AND THE 
FUNCTION

DO 420 K= 1,NVARS
IF (LOOP(II) .EQ. 1) GO TO 420

C
WRITE(IWRITE,415) K,XOLD(K)

415 FORMAT(/,' The optimal value of variable',13,1 is', F30.8)
C

420 CONTINUE
C

WRITE(IWRITE,430) FNCVAL
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430 FORMAT(/,1 The function value at optimality is', 
+ F17.8,1 without the constant1)
WRITE(IWRITE,431)FFV

431 FORMAT(/,1 The function value at optimality is', 
+ F17.8,' with the constant')

PRINT OUT THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF EACH TERM TO THE FINAL 
VALUE

IF (DABS(FNCVAL) .LT. .00001) THEN 
WRITE(IWRJTE,436)

436 FORMAT(/,' Each term value will be printed')
ENDIF

DO 445 1=1,NTRMS
TEMP = 1.0
DO 435 J= 1,NVARS

TEMP = (XOLD(J)**POWER(I,J)) *TEMP
CONTINUE
IF (DABS(FNCVAL) .LT. .00001) THEN 

TERM(I) = COEFF(I)*TEMP 
WRITE(IWRITE,437)1,TERM(I)
FORMAT(' Term ',13,' equals ',F20.8)

ELSE
WEIGHT = COEFF(I)*TEMP/FNCVAL 
WRITE(IWRITE,444)1,WEIGHT 
FORMAT(1 Weight', 13, ' =',F7.4)

ENDIF
445 CONTINUE

PRINT OUT THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS

WRITE(IWRITE,450) ITER 
450 FORMAT(' Number of iterations is', 110)

435

437

444
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RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE RDDATA
PURPOSE : This subroutine reads in the data for

the program
AUTHOR : Richard Ratliff

Department of Mineral Economics
WRITTEN :
INPUTS : (inputs enter through the param list)
IMPORTANT LOCAL VARIABLES:

COEFF(I) - coefficient of the Ith term
CONSTT - constant added after the

calculations 
NTRMS - number of terms in the

objective function 
NVARS - number of variables

considered 
POWER(I,J)- power in the Ith term of 

the Jth variable 
XOLD - previous value of variable

DECLARATIONS

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4 (I-N)

C
CHARACTER*8 NNAME

C
DIMENSION COEFF(75), POWER(75,75), XOLD(75)

C
COMMON /PARAMS/ COEFF, CONSTT, NTRMS, NVARS, POWER,
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+ IREAD, IWRITE, IREAD2, IWRIT2
C
C--------------------- —  ------
C GET THE NUMBER OF TERMS
C---------  — ----
C

WRITE(IWRITE,510)
510 FORMAT(/,1 Enter the number of terms:1 

+ 1 [no decimals] 1)
READ(IREAD,515) NTRMS 

515 FORMAT(13)
C

WRITE(IWRITE,520)
520 FORMAT(* Enter the # of variables considered:1 

+ 1 [no decimals] *)
READ(IREAD,525) NVARS 

525 FORMAT(13)
C
C------ — ------«-----— ------------   —--—
C GET THE TERMS OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
C---------- ----------— -----  «--- --- --- -
C

DO 560 1=1,NTRMS
C

WRITE(IWRITE,530) I 
530 FORMAT(/,1 Enter the data for term', 13)

C
WRITE(IWRITE,535)

53 5 FORMAT(' Coefficient: [decimal required] ')
READ(IREAD,540) COEFF(I)

540 FORMAT(F20.8)
C

DO 555 J = 1,NVARS
C

WRITE(IWRITE,545)J 
545 FORMAT(1 Enter the power for variable',13,

+ ': [decimal required]')
READ(IREAD,550) POWER(I,J)

550 FORMAT(F20.8)
C

555 CONTINUE
C

560 CONTINUE
C

WRITE(IWRITE,561)
561 FORMAT(' What is the constant value added to the' 

+ 1 equation: [decimal required]')
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READ(IREAD,562)CONSTT 
562 FORMAT(F20.8)

DOES USER WANT TO STORE THIS FILE

565 WRITE(IWRITE,570)
570 FORMAT(' Do you want to store this problem? *) 

WRITE(IWRITE,575)
575 FORMAT(' 0 = NO 1 = YES')

READ(IREAD,5 8 0)NF
580 FORMAT(13)

IF (NF .EQ. 0) GO TO 590 
IF (NF .EQ. 1) GO TO 581 
GO TO 565

581 WRITE(IWRITE,582)
582 FORMAT(' What do you want to name this file? 

+ 1 B:TEST1)
READ(IREAD,1(A)1)NNAME
OPEN(IWRIT2,FILE = NNAME, STATUS = 'NEW') 
WRITE(IWRIT2,583)NTRMS, NVARS

583 FORMAT(13,13)
WRITE(IWRIT2,584)(COEFF(I),1=1,NTRMS)

584 FORMAT(F20.8)
WRITE(IWRIT2,585)((POWER(J,K),J=1,NTRMS),K=1,

585 FORMAT(F20.8)
WRITE(IWRIT2,589)CONSTT

589 FORMAT(F20.8)
CLOSE(IWRIT2, STATUS = 'KEEP')

590 RETURN 
END

SUBROUTINE OLDFIL(MNM)
AUTHOR : Norman W. Goddard
WRITTEN : 20 September, 1986

Form;'

NVARS)

ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES 
GOLDEN, COLORADO 80401
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INPUTS : NNAME Name of file to be retrieved
IMPORTANT LOCAL VARIABLES 

COEFF(I) -
CONSTT

coefficient of the Ith term
constant added after the 

calculations
NTRMS number of terms in the 

objective function
NVARS number of variables 

considered
POWER(I,J)- power in the Ith term of 

the Jth variable

DECLARATIONS

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4 (I-N)
CHARACTER*8 NNAME
DIMENSION COEFF(75), P0WER(75,75)
COMMON /PARAMS/ COEFF, CONSTT, NTRMS, NVARS, POWER, 

+ IREAD, IWRITE, IREAD2, IWRIT2

RECALLING OLD FILE

799 WRITE(IWRITE,800)
800 FORMAT(* What is the name of the old file?1)

WRITE(IWRITE,805)
805 FORMAT(' If the file is on B drive, type B: FILENAME') 

READ(IREAD,'(A)1)NNAME
OPEN(IREAD2,FILE = NNAME, STATUS = 'OLD')
READ(IREAD2,810)NTRMS, NVARS 

810 FORMAT(13,13)
READ(IREAD2,815)(COEFF(I),1=1,NTRMS)

815 FORMAT(F2O.8)
READ(IREAD2,820)((POWER(J,K),J=1,NTRMS),K=1,NVARS)

C
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820 FORMAT(F20.8)
READ(IREAD2,821)CONSTT

821 FORMAT(F2 0.8)
CLOSE(IREAD2, STATUS = 'KEEP')

WOULD LIKE TO REVIEW OLD FILE?

822 WRITE(IWRITE,825)
825 FORMAT(* Would you like to review this file?1

+ 1 No = 0, Yes = I1)
READ(IREAD,83 0)NA 

830 FORMAT(13)
IF (NA .EQ. 0) GO TO 950
IF (NA .EQ. 1) GO TO 83 5
GO TO 822

PRINTING HEADER

835 NT = NVARS 
NB = 0 
NC = 5 
MNM = 0
WRITE(IWRITE,840)NNAME 

840 FORMAT(/,1 FILE NAME : 1,A8)
WRITE(IWRITE,845)

845 FORMAT(/,1 TERM',2OX,'VARIABLES S EXPONENTS')

PRINTING FILE

IF (NT .LT. 5) THEN 
NC = NVARS 

ENDIF
C

WRITE(IWRITE,850)(K,K=1,NC)
850 FORMAT(1 # COEFF ',5(8X,I4))

C
DO 860 I = 1,NTRMS

WRITE(IWRITE,855)I,COEFF(I),(POWER(I,J),J=1,NC) 
855 FORMAT( 13,2X,G15.5,5(2X,F10.2))
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860 CONTINUE
C

NT = NT - 5

PRINTING FILE IF LARGE THAN 5 VARIABLES

865 IF (NC .EQ. NVARS) GO TO 890
NB = NB + 6 
NC = NC + 6
IF (NT .LT. 6) THEN 
NC = NVARS 

ENDIF
WRITE(IWRITE,870)

870 FORMAT(/,1 TERM ',20X,'VARIABLES S EXPONENTS') 
WRITE(IWRITE,875)(L,L=NB,NC)

875 FORMAT(1 # ',6(8X,I4))
DO 885 I = 1,NTRMS
WRITE(IWRITE,880)1,(POWER(I,J),J=NB, NC)

880 FORMAT( 13,4X,6 (2X,F10.4))
885 CONTINUE

NT = NT - 6 
GO TO 865

890 WRITE(IWRITE,886)CONSTT
886 FORMAT(* Constant equals 1,F20.8)

LET THE USER SELECT IF TO USE THIS PROBLEM

WRITE(IWRITE,895)
895 FORMAT(/,1 Select one of the following')

WRITE(IWRITE,900)
900 FORMAT(' 1: Use this problem 2: Select another1 

+ ' problem')
READ(IREAD,910)ND 

910 FORMAT(13)
IF (ND .EQ. 1) GO TO 950
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c
IF (ND .EQ. 2) THEN 
MNM = 1 
GO TO 950 

ENDIF
C

GO TO 890
C

950 RETURN 
END

SUBROUTINE CHKMIN(XNEW)
PURPOSE : This subroutine finds and prints the

minimum over a range.
AUTHOR : Norman Goddard

Department of Mineral Economics
Colorado School of Mines 
Golden, CO 80401 
(303) 273-3672

WRITTEN : July 23, 1986
INPUTS : ZL - bottom of range

ZS - skip factor
ZU - top of range
(remaining inputs enter through the 

param list)
IMPORTANT LOCAL VARIABLES :

COEFF(I) - coefficient of the Ith term
* CONSTT - constant added after the

calculations 
NTRMS - number of terms in the

objective function 
NVARS - number of variables

considered 
POWER(I,J)- power in the Ith term of 

the Jth variable 
TEMP - partial value of term
VALUE - partial value of function
VMIN - minimum function value in

range
VX - XNEW value where VMIN occurs
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XOLD - previous value of variable

DECLARATIONS

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4 (I-N)
DIMENSION COEFF(75), POWER(75,75), VMIN(75), VX(75), 

+ XNEW(75), ZL(75), ZS(75), ZU(75)
COMMON /PARAMS/ COEFF, CONSTT, NTRMS, NVARS, POWER, 

+ IREAD, IWRITE, IREAD2, IWRIT2

INPUT

DO 630 J = 1,NVARS 
WRITE(IWRITE,600)J

600 FORMAT(1 Enter the lower bound of the range to be1
+ 1 tested for variable 1, 13 )
WRITE(IWRITE,601)

601 FORMAT(/,' THIS VALUE MUST BE EQUAL TO OR GREATER'
+ 1 THAN O')
READ(IREAD,605)ZL(J)

605 FORMAT(F15.7)
WRITE(IWRITE,610)J 

610 FORMAT(* Enter the upper bound of the range to be 
+ tested for variable ',13)
READ(IREAD,615)ZU(J)

615 FORMAT(F15.7)
WRITE(IWRITE,620)

620 FORMAT(' What is the skip factor for this variable?')
READ(IREAD,625)ZS(J)

625 FORMAT(F15.7)
630 CONTINUE
635 WRITE(IWRITE,640)
640 FORMAT(' Do you want the result of each calculation'

+ 1 printed? NO = 0, YES =1')
READ(IREAD,6 4 4)NR
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644 FORMAT(13)
C
C-------------------------------
C CALCULATING THE RESULT
C-------------------------------
C

NVAR = NVARS 
DO 660 I = 1,NVAR 
VALUE = 0.0
VMIN(I) = 10000000000.

C
IF (NR .EQ.0) THEN 

GO TO 647 
ENDIF

C
IF (NR .EQ.1) THEN 

GO TO 645 
ENDIF

C
GO TO 635

C
C--------------- «-------     *
C HEADER FOR ITERATION PRINTING 9C—
c

645 WRITE(IWRITE,646)
646 FORMAT(/,' FOR VARIABLES AT

+ 1 EQUALS 1)
C
C — —-------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ -

C CALCULATING VALUE FOR THIS STEP
C-------------------- ----------------- ----
C

647 DO 655 J = 1,NTRMS
TEMP = 1.0

C
DO 650 K = 1,NVARS 

IF (I .NE. K) THEN
TEMP = TEMP*(XNEW(K)**POWER(JzK)) 

ELSE
TEMP = TEMP* (ZL(I) **POWER(J,K) ) 

ENDIF
C

650 CONTINUE
C

VALUE =VALUE + (COEFF(J)*TEMP)
C
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655 CONTINUE

FINDING MINIMUM VALUE

IF" (NR . EQ. 0) THEN 
GO TO 659 

ENDIF
WRITE(IWRITE,656)I,ZL(I),VALUE 

656 FORMAT(4X,13,6X,G15.5,4X,G15.5)
659 IF (VMIN(I) .GT. VALUE) THEN 

VMIN(I) = VALUE 
VX(I) = ZL(I)

ENDIF

HAS THE ENTIRE RANGE BEEN EVALUATED

ZL(I) = ZL(I) + ZS(I)
IF (ZL(I) .GT. ZU(I) )- THEN 
WRITE(IWRITE,665)

665 FORMAT(' FOR VARIABLE',10X,'THE MINIMUM VALUE IS ' 
+ ,20X,'AT X OF')

GO TO 660 
ELSE

VALUE = 0.0 
GO TO 647 

ENDIF 
660 CONTINUE

PRINTING THE RESULTS

DO 675 M = 1,NVARS
C

WRITE(IWRITE,670)M, VMIN(M), VX(M) 
670 FORMAT(13,17X,G15.7,17X,G15.7)
675 CONTINUE

C
680 RETURN 

END
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u—=
C
C

SUBROUTINE SENSE
V
C PURPOSE : This subroutine performs a limited
cQ sensitivity analysis.
c AUTHOR : Richard Ratliff
c Department of Mineral Economics
c Colorado School of Mines
c Golden, CO 80401
cft (303) 273-3672
V
c
Q

WRITTEN : 19 February 1986
c SYSTEM : IBM PC operating under MS-DOS
c Written in MS-FORTRAN
c Minimum configuration:
cft 256K + 1 disk drive
c INPUTS s'B X(I) - new value for the Ith
c variable (F25.10)
c (inputs are passed to the subroutine
c
Q

through the param list)
c OUTPUTS : VALUE - new function value (F30.8)
V
c SUBROUTINES : None
V
c VARIABLES : COEFF(I) - coefficient of the Ith term
c CONSTT - constant value added
c NTRMS - number of terms in the
c objective function
c NVARS - number of variables
c considered
c POWER(I,J)- power in the Ith term of
c the Jth variable
c TEMP - partial value of the term
c IVAR - loop counter
c VALUE - partial value of function
c
c
c-=

X(I) - value of the Ith variable

IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
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IMPLICIT INTEGER*4 (I-N)
C

DIMENSION COEFF(75), POWER(75,75), X(75)
C

COMMON /PARAMS/ COEFF, CONSTT, NTRMS, NVARS, POWER, 
+ IREAD, IWRITE, IREAD2, IWRIT2

C
700 DO 715 J = 1,NVARS

C
WRITE(IWRITE,705) J 

705 FORMAT(1 Enter new value for variable ',13,
+ ': [decimal required] ')

C
READ(IREAD,710)X (J)

710 FORMAT(F25.ÎO)
C

715 CONTINUE
C

VALUE = CONSTT
C

DO 725 J = 1,NTRMS
C

TEMP = 1.0
C

DO 720 K= 1,NVARS
C

TEMP= TEMP * X(K) ** POWER(J,K)
C

720 CONTINUE
C

VALUE = VALUE + COEFF(J)* TEMP
C

725 CONTINUE
C

WRITE(IWRITE,730)VALUE 
730 FORMAT(' The new function value is 1,F30.8)

C
WRITE(IWRITE,735)

735 FORMAT(/,1 Another sensitivity analysis? [0 = no,1 
+ 1 1 = yes] 1)

c
READ(IREAD,740) I 

740 FORMAT(13)
C

IF (Io EQ. 1) GO TO 700
C

RETURN



APPENDIX B 

SAMPLE COMPUTER RUNS
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GENERALIZED MULTI- VARIABLES POLYNOMIAL CONDENSATION PROGRAM 
Select one:
Create a new file = 0 Retrieve an old file = 1 0
Enter the number of terms: [no decimals]
2
Enter the # of variables considered: [no decimals]
I
Enter the data for term 1 
Coefficient: [decimal required]
-125.27
Enter the power for variable 1: 1.
Enter the data for term 2 
Coefficient: [decimal required]. 1 1 :

[decimal required]

[decimal required]Enter the power for variable 
2.2
What is the constant value added to the equation: [decimal required] 
-9075.
Do you want to store this problem?
0 - NO 1 = YES
1
What do you want to name this file? Form; BsTEST 
BsPETERSRE
Enter the convergence condition: [decimal required]
.000001
Enter an initial value for variable 1: [decimal required]
10 .
Do you want each iteration printed? (No = 0, Yes = I )
1
IN ITERATION 0 FOR VARIABLE 1
SMWGTP = I.0
SMWGTN = 1.0
THE COMBINED EQUATION:
(( .10000 )~( 2.2000
SIGMUM = -1.00
DELTA(1) = .83333 DELTA(2) =
FNCVAL = -13514.27150681
WGTCHP EQUALS .00000000
WGTCHN EQUALS .00000000
ON THE NEXT ITERATION FOR VARIABLE 
IN ITERATION 1 FOR VARIABLE 1
SMWGTP = I .0 
SMWGTN = 1.0
THE COMBINED EQUATION:
(( .10000 )~( 2.2000
SIGMUM = -1.00
DELTA(1) = .83333 DELTA(2) =
FNCVAL = -13514.27150681
WGTCHP EQUALS .00000000
WGTCHN EQUALS ' .00000000
ON THE NEXT ITERATION FOR VARIABLE
The optimal value of variable 1 is
The function va 1ue at opt i ma Ii ty is

))+(<- 125.27 )-< 1.0000 ))
1.83333

1 XNEW = 197.78210608

))+((- 125.27 )~( 1.0000 ))
1.83333

1 XNEW = 197.78210608
197.78210608 

-13514.27150681 without the constant
The function value at optimality is -22589.27150681 with the constant
We i ght 1 = 1.8333
Weight 2 = -.8333
Number of iterations is 2
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A>MULTI CON
GENERALIZED MULTI- VARIABLES POLYNOMIAL CONDENSATION PROGRAM 
Select one:
Create a new file = 0 Retrieve an old file = 1 1
What is the name of the old file?
If the file is on B drive, type 8 : F ILENAME 
B:S231AN
Would you like to review this file? No = 0, Yes = 1 1
FILE NAME : B:S23!AN
TERM VARIABLES S EXPONENTS
# COEFF 1
1 .10000E+06 3.00
2 -27900. 2.00
3 -1200.0 1 .00
4 1095.0 -I .00

Constant equa1s 2000.00000000
Select one of the foi lowing
1 : Use this problem 2: Select another problem I
Enter the convergence condition: [dec ima I required]
.000001
Enter an initial value for variable 1: fdecimal required]
.55
Do you want each iteration printed? (No = 0, Yes = I)0
Calculation errors will be to great for mult?con.
The subroutine VALLEY will find the local minimum
The number of iterations in VALLEY was 26 for variable 1
The optimal value of variable 1 is .31522153
The function value at optimality is 3455.39548932 without the constant
The function value at optimality is 5455.39548932 with the constant
Weight 1 = .9065
Weight 2 = -.8023
Weight 3 = -.1095
Weight 4 = 1.0053
Number of iterations is 5
Select one of the following.
Minimum over a range = 1 New problem = 4
Sensitivity analysis = 2 End Program = 5
New initial x = 3
5
Stop - Program terminated.
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Minimum over a range = 1 
Sensitivity analysis = 2 
New initial x = 3
4

New problem = 4 
End Program = 5

GENERALIZED MULTI- VARIABLES POLYNOMIAL CONDENSATION PROGRAM 
Select one:
Create a new file = 0 Retrieve an old file = 1 I
What is the name of the old file?
If the file is on B drive, type B :FILENAME 
B :E92BX
Would you like to review this file? No = 0, Yes = 1

FILE NAME : B:E92BX
TERM VARIABLES S EXPONENTS
# COEFF 1 2
1 5.0000 2.00 .00
2 -30.000 1 .00 .00
3 4.0000 1 .00 1 .00
4 -3.0000 .00 2.00
5 7.0000 .00 1.00

Constant equa1s .00000000
Se Iect one of the following
1 : Use this problem 2: Select another problem
1
Enter the convergence condition: fdecimal required]
.000001
Enter an initial value for variable 20.
Enter an initial value for variable 20.
Do you want each iteration printed?0

1 : [decimal required]
2: [decimal required]
(No = 0, Yes = 1 )

The optimal value of variable 1 is
The optimal value of variable 2 is
The function va Iue at opti ma Ii tv is
The function value at optimality is 
Weight 1 = -.9412 
Weight 2 = 2.8235 
Weight 3 = -.9412 
Weight 4 = .8824
Weight 5 = -.8235 
Number of iterations is

1.99999876 
2.50000120 

-21.25000000 without the constant 
-2 1.25000000 with the constant

Select one of the following.
Minimum over a range = 1 
Sensitivity analysis = 2 
New initial x = 3
4

46

New probIem = 4 
End Program = 5
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